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Abstract
The Seismological Association of Australia installed a broadband seismometer and
accelerometer on the 11th floor of a 14 storey building for a number of days over Easter 2021.
The aim was to see how suitable the instruments were for such monitoring and what could be
recorded. Given the limited building monitoring around Australia, this project was an unknown
quantity. The building appears to be reasonably symmetrical. Spectra of one-hour segments
of the horizontal seismometer channels clearly and accurately show the fundamental period of
the building and various other resonant frequencies. Resonant frequencies differed in the NS and E-W directions. Accelerometer and seismometer gave identical results for resonant
frequencies. Building displacement was calculated from the seismometer. A deep Banda Sea
earthquake magnitude 5.9 was also recorded.
Keywords: monitoring, building response.
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Introduction

There have been many attempts to promote structural monitoring in Australia, but little has
eventuated. There was early monitoring at Black Mountain Tower, Lucas Heights and Animal
Health Laboratories, but it is not clear if any of these are still running. It has been raised at a
number of AEES Annual General Meetings over the last decade. Papers by Phillips et al
(2012), and Phillips and McCue (2013) covering monitoring on the Sydney Harbour Bridge
have resulted in some action with that and the Brisbane Story Bridge being monitored. Monash
Woodside Building, QUT Science and Engineering Centre and Curtin Bentley Campus Building
215 have been monitored in recent years (Hao et al, 2019 and Nguyen et al, 2015), but it is
not clear how much this is affecting general practice. By contrast, the earthquake sequences
in New Zealand of 2011-2 and 2013 have accelerated their work in monitoring structures
(Simkin et al 2015) and regulations in the Philippines have caused the installation of many
accelerometers (Pascale, 2016).

2

The monitoring exercise

The Seismological Association of Australia Inc. organised a short-term monitoring exercise in
an Adelaide multistorey building. The equipment available was a Nanometrics 120s Trillium
seismometer and a Guralp 5TC accelerometer, connected to an EchoPro recorder running at
100 samples per second. The Trillium was much broader band than needed, and required
more settling time, but produced excellent results.
The monitoring was booked for the weekend before Easter, however a problem with one cable
resulted in faulty data. The second attempt was over Easter, giving a number of days of good
data. The instrument was installed in a toilet (figure 1) on the 11th floor of the 14 storey
building, estimated to be 53m high. It was set up just before the end of the workday on
Thursday, with a notice on the door, and notification of relevant staff, and removed at the
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beginning of Tuesday, giving 4.5 days of data. Being an Adelaide autumn, there were no
strong winds, but the variation between night-time calm and day-time breezes was obvious on
the seismograph. The building appears to be moderately symmetrical, and the equipment was
slightly off-centre (figure 2).

Figure 1. Accelerometer (left), seismometer (right) and EchoPro in case, installed in toilet.

Figure 2. Basic floor plan showing position of recording.

3
3.1

Results
Spectra

The data was processed using Waves (from Seismology Research Centre), Excel and
Geopsy (Wathelet et al, 2020). Processing was straightforward, but slow because of the large
datasets.
Spectra for one-hour plots from the Trillium were computed, transferred to Excel, then heavily
smoothed before display. Figure 3 shows spectra in the E-W direction for five separate one
hour time slots. The UT hour is shown in the legend. The 2200UT (7:30am) slot was noisier
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due to morning breezes. Spectral peaks 1 to 5 are quite clear and consistent on each of the
five time slots.

Figure 3. E-W spectra from seismometer for 5 one-hour time slots. Five resonant peaks marked.

Figure 4 shows spectra in the N-S direction for the same five time slots. Spectral peaks 1 and
2 are quite clear, although peak 1 appears to be double on three of the time slots. Peak 3 is
much more subdued, and not always recognisable as a peak. Peaks 4 and 5 are relatively
clear.

Figure 4. . N-S spectra from seismometer for 5 one-hour time slots. Five resonant peaks marked.

Figure 5 shows the N-S and E-W spectra for just the 0800UT slot. Peaks 1 and 2 are at
identical periods, and peak 3 also appears to be matching periods. However, peaks 4 and 5
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are not, showing that the orthogonal movements are at different frequencies. With a single
instrument, it is not possible to show much more, such as any rotation.

Figure 5. E-W and N-S spectra together, showing different frequencies for peaks 4 and 5.

Sedimentary layers tend to amplify vibrations at particular frequencies. If a peak on the
building spectrum aligns with amplification of the sediments, there is a possibility of resonance.
Figure E shows recordings at two points near the building. These were recorded in about
1996. Both show peaks near 1 sec. This does not align closely with peaks in the building
spectrum.

Figure 6. Nakamura ratios for two ground sites near the building.

3.2

Displacement

As the Trillium seismometer has such a long natural period (120 sec), it is possible to integrate
the waveform to produce displacement, with a very low pass filter. Figure 7 shows a two-minute
segment of the horizontal axes, filtered at 30 seconds. It is evident that very low, non-resonant
frequency drift is of similar amplitude to the resonant frequency movement. The maximum
amplitudes in this case are about 0.04 mm. Using a low pass filter of 100 sec, the maximum
displacement of the building during Easter was about 0.6 mm. The maximum velocity was
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less than one hundredth of the Trillium full scale. While it is possible to calculate displacement
from an acceleration waveform, the double integration may introduce large uncertainty. Simkin
et al (2015) however, suggest indicated that displacement has successfully been calculated
from cheap accelerometers when movement is greater during an earthquake.

Figure 7. Two-minute record of displacement from seismometer.

3.3

Small earthquake

A deep Banda Sea earthquake occurred on 2021-04-03 with the P wave being highly visible
across the South Australian network at about 1847 UT. Figure 8 shows the recording at
Payneham, about 6 km northeast of the building.

Figure 8. Recording of Banda Sea earthquake from Payneham (DNL) and building (SL03).

The peak amplitudes are roughly in the same range. Note that the building waveforms are
heavily filtered to highlight the event, and without the event time from the network, this event
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could not be discovered in the building waveforms. Without ground motion measurement
nearby, and recording other floors to show whether we are looking at harmonics, it is difficult
to comment much on amplification in this case.

4
4.1

Further discussion
Seismometer vs accelerometer

In case of an earthquake, the ideal instrument is an accelerometer, as it is unlikely to go offscale. While the accelerometer has a higher noise level, the spectral plots still show the
resonant frequencies very well. Figure 9 shows the spectrum from the seismometer (blue)
compared with the spectrum from the accelerometer (orange). The latter has been adjusted
by 1/2f. The two match exceedingly well, apart from the 3 to 10 second period where the
difference increases. While this experiment used expensive, high quality sensors, monitoring
work in New Zealand has used low-cost accelerometers (Simkin et al. 2015). We have not
tried these yet.

Figure 9. Velocity spectra from seismometer (blue) and accelerometer (orange), showing matching
results apart from the 3 to 10 second period range.

4.2

Why monitor building vibration?

A key reason to monitor a multistorey building would be to see that it is performing as designed.
Structural health monitoring is the ideal situation, where building vibration can give information
not immediately obvious from inspections. Before and after earthquakes, or over longer term,
this information can direct decisions on the building (Simkin et al 2015, Hao et al, 2019 and
Nguyen et al, 2015).
As can be seen from the above figures, with either a high gain broadband seismometer or an
accelerometer, the main vibrational peaks are extremely clear, and even small variations may
be easy to detect.

4.3

Future plans

The association intends to try more monitoring, recording different points in a single building,
to see if various modes or other features can be recognised. We also intend to test one of the
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Raspberry Shake series of recorders (https://raspberryshake.org/). These are small, cheap
and convenient for data distribution on the net.
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